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The Later Reformation in England, 1547-1603
2001

the english reformation was the event which chiefly shaped english identity well into the
twentieth century it made the english kingdom a self consciously protestant state dominating
the british isles and boasting an established church which eventually developed a peculiar
religious agenda anglicanism although henry viii triggered a break with the pope in his eccentric
quest to rid himself of an inconveniently loyal wife the reformation soon slipped from his control
and in the reigns of his tudor successors it developed a momentum which made it one of the
success stories of european protestantism in this book macculloch discusses the developing
reformation in england through the later tudor reigns edward vi mary i and elizabeth i he
provides a narrative of events then discusses the ideas which shaped the english reformation
and surveys the ways in which the english reacted to it how far and quickly they accepted it and
assesses those who remained dissenters this new edition is fully updated to take account of new
material in the field that has appeared in the last decade

The Age of Elizabeth 1547-1603
2015-08-31

the age of elizabeth 1547 1603 is a fascinating history of england during elizabeth i s reign

My Revision Notes: OCR AS/A-level History: England
1547–1603: the Later Tudors
2018-01-29

exam board ocr level a level subject history first teaching september 2015 first exams summer
2016 target success in ocr as a level history with this proven formula for effective structured
revision key content coverage is combined with exam preparation activities and exam style
questions to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review strengthen and test their
knowledge enables students to plan and manage a successful revision programme using the
topic by topic planner consolidates knowledge with clear and focused content coverage
organised into easy to revise chunks encourages active revision by closely combining historical
content with related activities helps students build practise and enhance their exam skills as
they progress through activities set at three different levels improves exam technique through
exam style questions with sample answers and commentary from expert authors and teachers
boosts historical knowledge with a useful glossary and timeline



OCR A Level History: England 1485–1603
2015-07-31

exam board ocr level a level subject history first teaching september 2015 first exam june 2016
this is an ocr endorsed resource build strong subject knowledge and skills in a level history using
the in depth analysis and structured support in this tailor made series for ocr s british period
studies and enquiries develops the analytical skills required to succeed in the period study by
organising the narrative content around the key issues for students to explore enhances
understanding of the chosen historical period supplying a wealth of extracts and sources that
offer opportunities to practise the evaluative skills needed for the enquiry progressively
improves study skills through developmental activities and advice on answering practice exam
questions helps students to review revise and reflect on the course material through chapter
summaries and revision activities that consolidate topic knowledge equips students with
transferable critical thinking skills presenting contrasting academic opinions that encourage a
level historians to make informed judgements on major debates each title in the ocr a level
history series contains one or two british period studies and its associated enquiry providing
complete support for every option in unit group 1 england 1485 1603 this title explores the
reigns of the tudor monarchs from henry vii to elizabeth i through two british period studies and
one enquiry it allows an in depth understanding of the key historical knowledge terms and
concepts relevant to the period studied and encourages the critical use of evidence in
investigating and assessing historical questions in the associated enquiry mid tudor crises 1547
1558 this title covers the following period studies and enquiry england 1485 1547 mid tudor
crises 1547 1558 elizabethan england

The Age of Elizabeth
1983

観光の拠点になるロンドンから緑豊かなカントリーサイドまで幅広くイギリスの魅力をご紹介 英国王室ゆかりのスポットや物語の舞台など特集記事も盛りだくさん 鉄道やバスなど
地方へのアクセス情報も網羅 自分流の旅づくり に役立つ一冊です

A02 地球の歩き方 イギリス 2024～2025
2023-10-03

on a stormy night in 1286 a man fell off his horse and broke his neck setting two kingdoms on a
300 year course of war edward i seized the opportunity to pursue english claims to overlordship
of scotland william wallace and robert bruce headed the patriotic resistance their collision
shaped the history politics and nationhood of the two realms and dragged in a third with the
formation of the franco scottish auld alliance it also created a unique society on both sides of the
anglo scottish border what prevented peace from breaking out and how at the dawn of the
seventeenth century could a scottish king succeed peacefully and unopposed to the auld enemy



s throne andy king and claire etty trace the fractious relationship between england and scotland
from the death of alexander iii to the accession of james vi as james i of england spanning
medieval and early modern history this book is the ideal starting point for students studying
anglo scottish relations up to the union

England and Scotland, 1286-1603
2015-10-05

the english civil wars and revolution remain controversial this book develops the theme that the
revolution arising from the three separate rebellions was an english phenomenon exported to
ireland and then to scotland dr kennedy examines the widespread effects of years of bloody and
unnatural civil wars upon the british isles he also explores the symbolism of charles i s execution
the great debates about the proper limits of the king s authority and the great divide in english
politics which makes neutral writing about this period impossible taking into account the radical
exigencies and expectations of war and peace making the discordant testimonies from
battlefield and bargaining table parliament press and pulpit dr kennedy provides a full analysis
of the english experience of revolution

The English Revolution 1642-1649
2017-05-01

this book is intended as a guide and introduction to recent scholarship on the causes of the
english civil war it examines english developments in a broader british and european context
and explores current debates on the nature of the political process and the divisions over
religion and politics it then analyses renewed attempts to set the civil war in a social context
and to connect social change to broad cultural cleavages in england the author also provides her
own positive interpretation which takes account of the valuable insights of revisionist
approaches but concludes that long term ideological divisions and tensions arising from social
change were crucial in causing the civil war

The Causes of the English Civil War
1998-12-14

this book provides a thematic survey of english foreign policy in the sixteenth century focusing
on the influence of the concept of honour security concerns religious ideology and commercial
interests on the making of policy it draws attention to aspects of continuity with the late
medieval past but argues too that the european reformation brought new challenges which
forced a rethinking of policy far from treating the sixteenth century as the period when england
began its rise as a great power the author emphasises the structural weaknesses of the english
armed forces and demonstrates that dangers and insecurities did more to mould foreign policy



than the energy and confidence of the tudor rulers

England and Europe in the Sixteenth Century
1998-10-30

john stuart mill 1806 1873 was one of britain s greatest philosophers and radical politicians
whose views had a profound influence on thinking on liberty social policy and gender relations
william stafford s accessible study outlines mill s reputation from his lifetime to the present
together with a discussion of the major areas of his moral and political thought this book
presents him as a consistent and engaged radical politician in relation to ireland and india he
argued that british rule could only be justified if it benefited its imperial subjects while defending
democracy he thought subtly about its problems at a time when it was still an open question an
untried experiment he advocated a non paternalistic non welfarist form of socialism which
combined community with self reliance he played a leading role in placing women s issues on
the agenda not only political and employment rights but also male violence against and sexual
exploitation of women sexist language and the oppressive construction of gender

John Stuart Mill
1998-10-19

sir robert peel 1788 1850 is always remembered for three things his creation of the metropolitan
police his principal role in the repeal of the corn laws and his status as founder of the modern
conservative party this is quite sufficient to make him the key statesman of the early victorian
period but there were many other aspects of his personality and politics which make the study
of his career uniquely useful for students of the period in many ways he can be seen as the
archetypal link figure between the pre reform and post reform political worlds embodying a
strange mixture of reactionary toryism and vigorous progressivism

Sir Robert Peel
1998-10-30

one of the most charismatic and controversial of british politicians david lloyd george had a
profound impact on the country as a welsh radical as an edwardian social reformer and as the
man who won the war lloyd george was centrally involved in all the major national issues of the
early twentieth century and in the aftermath of world war i he played a crucial role at the
versailles peace conference and on the world scene of the early 1920s his life is fascinating in
itself and highly valuable as a means to understanding a crucial era in british history students
hoping to understand the politics of the period that decisively ushered in the british experience
of the welfare state and through the emergencies provoked by the great war a new and highly
obtrusive role for government will find dr packer s book an invaluable aid



Lloyd George
1998-10-30

this volume examines the main themes in welsh history from the coming of the normans in the
eleventh century and their impact on welsh society and politics to the fall of the duke of
buckingham the last great marcher magnate in 1521 it also looks at the part played by the
leaders of the native welsh community in the years after the conquest of 1282 3 this is one of
the less familiar aspects of the medieval history of the british isles but one in which there has
been an increasing interest in recent years wales lost its independence in 1282 owain glyn dwr
led a revolt in the early fifteenth century henry tudor was of welsh descent and landed in milford
haven in 1485 these are the most familiar facts about the history of medieval wales and today
this history is often presented as nothing more than a romantic story of princes and castles but
there is a great deal more to it like every other nation wales has a history and identity of its own
and edward i did not bring that history to an end unlike england it was not conquered by the
normans in the thirteenth century the native princess of gwynedd tried to create a single welsh
principality and for a short time came close to success the fourteenth century was much a
period of crisis for wales as for every other part of europe and the effect of the black death
lasted a long time the fifteenth century saw the leaders of the community move on to a wider
political stage why did conquest come in 1282 who was owain glyn dwr and why did he rebel
why was henry tudor s bid for power based in wales and what gave him credibility there dr carr
considers these questions and suggests some possible answers as he examines one of the less
familiar areas of british history

Medieval Wales
1995-05-10

a very effective survey of an important theme on british political and social history andrew
chandler midland history this book effectively discharges its proclaimed purpose a sound
successful and informative survey ian christie the journal of ecclesiastical history the volume
provides a balanced and useful overview of the latest scholarship on an important period in
church history carla h hay albion a useful and balanced survey of the condition of the
established church at the accession of george iii for anyone seeking a straightforward up to date
survey this is the book to begin with a very useful book john guy the journal of welsh religious
history in this wide ranging book william gibson examines the principal themes in the developing
relationship between the churches the state and society between 1760 and 1850 among other
issues this book examines the involvement of the church of england in politics the development
of a clerical profession the work of the bishops and clergy the economic position of the church
the church s reaction to the french and american revolutions the exercise of church patronage
by premiers the development of church parties the growth of toleration the reaction of the
churches to industrialisation the halevy debate the reform of the church after 1830 the
development of nonconformity and the state of religion and social groups in 1850



Church, State and Society, 1760–1850
1994-01-14

john henry newman 1801 1890 renowned thinker and writer anglican clergyman and later
roman catholic priest and cardinal has had a lasting influence on both anglicans and catholics in
the fields of literature education and theology on october 13 2019 pope francis declared him a
saint in rome appealing to both the student and the scholar a guide to john henry newman
provides a wide range of subjects on newman s life and thought relevant for our times and
complementary to biographies of newman the contributors include authors from many different
disciplines such as theology education literature history and philosophy highlighting the wide
range of newman s work these authors offer a positive assessment of newman s thought and
contribute to the discussion of the recent scholarship of others a guide to john henry newman
will interest educated readers and professors alike and serve as a text for college seminars for
the purpose of studying newman

国立国会図書館件名標目表
1991

the changes begun by the devolution referendum of 1997 have caused interest and concern
throughout britain what seemed a remote and abstract question to many has in the last few
years struck at the heart of the issue of what britain is and it is increasingly clear that things will
never be the same again scottish nationality is written with these changes in mind it is the only
book available which both gives an overview of what made scotland a nation across the whole of
its history while also focusing in closely on the issues of the present day in particular scotland s
relationship with britain murray pittock discusses historic scottish nationality modern
nationalism and patriotism within the union what is a nation how has scotland developed within
britain where does it stand now and what does the future hold these questions are all addressed
and pittock also deals in detail with the essential facts of scotland s story not a story which can
be understood in isolation scottish nationality examines scotland s relationship with both
england and the wider world in order to put scotland in context within the new british history
and the new britain itself as for the future the book avoids unverifiable predictions instead
showing evidence of various trends and suggesting the importance of arguments for mutual
understanding of scotland s and england s national traditions

A Guide to John Henry Newman
2022

reformation fictions rehabilitates some twenty polemical dialogues published in elizabethan
england for the first time giving them a literary historicist and to a lesser extent theological
reading by juxtaposing these elizabethan publications with key lutheran and calvinist dialogues



theological tracts catechisms sermons and dramatic interludes antoinina bevan zlatar explores
how individual dialogists exploit the fictionality of their chosen genre writers like john véron
anthony gilby george gifford john nicholls job throckmorton and arthur dent to name the most
prolific not only understood the dialogue s didactic advantages over other genres they also
valued it as a strategic defence against the censor they were convinced as erasmus had been
before them that a cast of lively characters presented antithetically often with a liberal dose of
lucianic humour worked wonders with carnal readers here was an exemplary way to make
doctrine entertaining and memorable here was the honey to make the medicine go down they
knew too that these dialogues particularly their use of manifestly imaginary interlocutors and a
plot of conversion licensed the delivery of singularly radical messages what comes to light is a
body of literature often scurrilous always serious that gives us access to early modern concepts
of fiction rhetoric and satire it showcases the imagery of protestant polemic against catholicism
and puritan invective against the established elizabethan church all the while triggering the
frisson that comes from the illusion of eavesdropping on early modern conversations

Scottish Nationality
2017-04-26

a critique of anglo american relations in the twentieth century in the light of the most recent
research it challenges many existing interpretations and argues that the basis of the anglo
american special relationship was laid by roosevelt and chamberlain that roosevelt preferred
stalin to churchill and that the origins of the cold war should be seen as a british education of
the americans to the soviet threat suez is reassessed following the recent release of material in
the eisenhower library there is a consideration of the relationship of mutual interdependence
and why wilson and heath chose to move instead towards the european connection as well as
mrs thatcher s reasons for preferring the atlantic alliance

Reformation Fictions
2011-06-30

kilian schindler reveals how religious persecution in early modern england was a shaping force
for drama and conceptions of theatricality

Anglo-American Relations in the Twentieth Century
1998-10-30

church music and protestantism in post reformation england breaks new ground in the religious
history of elizabethan england through a closely focused study of the relationship between the
practice of religious music and the complex process of protestant identity formation hearing was
of vital importance in the early modern period and music was one of the most prominent



powerful and emotive elements of religious worship but in large part traditional historical
narratives of the english reformation have been distinctly tone deaf recent scholarship has
begun to take increasing notice of some elements of reformed musical practice such as the
congregational singing of psalms in meter this book marks a significant advance in that area
combining an understanding of theory as expressed in contemporary religious and musical
discourse with a detailed study of the practice of church music in key sites of religious worship
divided into three sections discourses sites and identities the book begins with an exploration of
the classical and religious discourses which underpinned sixteenth century understandings of
music and its use in religious worship it then moves on to an investigation of the actual practice
of church music in parish and cathedral churches before shifting its attention to the people of
elizabethan england and the ways in which music both served and shaped the difficult process
of protestantisation through an exploration of these issues and by reintegrating music back into
the elizabethan church we gain an expanded and enriched understanding of the complex
evolution of religious identities and of what it actually meant to be protestant in post
reformation england

Religious Dissimulation and Early Modern Drama
2023-07-31

the book outlines the historical development of public law and the state from ancient times to
the modern day offering an account of relevant events in parallel with a general historical
background establishing and explaining the relationships between political religious and
economic events

Church Music and Protestantism in Post-Reformation
England
2016-05-23

perhaps no period in christian history experienced such social tumult and upheaval as the
reformation as it quickly became apparent that social and political issues finding deep
resonance with the common people were deeply entwined with religious ones raised by the
reformers led by eminent reformation historian peter matheson this volume of a people s history
of christianity explores such topics as child bearing a good death rural and village piety and
more includes 50 illustrations maps and an 8 page color gallery

A History of Western Public Law
2014-12-31

richard hooker explained and defended the elizabethan religious and political settlement and
shaped the self understanding of the church of england for generations this companion offers a



comprehensive and systematic introduction to hookera tm s life works thought reputation and
influence

Reformation Christianity
2010-03-01

in this innovative study elisabeth salter reconstructs the lives of six men and women of the early
renaissance and leads us on a quest to reconstruct their lost cultural worlds the six men and
women are all figures from the margins of the royal courts during the reigns of henry vii and
henry viii this book will appeal to historians of the late medieval period and the renaissance and
will serve as an exemplary model to scholars of biographical reconstruction

A Companion to Richard Hooker
2008

this title was first published in 2002 this work invests the post shakespearean history plays of
the jacobean era including among others shakespeare s henry viii 1613 dekker s the whore of
babylon 1606 and heywood s if you know not me you know nobody 1604 5 with new significance
by recognizing the role they played in popularizing and re appropriating foxe s book of martyrs
one of the most formative and culturally significant reformation texts this study presents the
historical stage as a site of a continuing reformation debate over the nature of political authority
the validity of conscience and the challenge to social and gender hierarchies implicit in
protestant doctrine relating each play to contemporary political events the book demonstrates
the role of the jacobean stage in promoting reformation and informing with providential meaning
the events unfolding outside the theatre

Six Renaissance Men and Women
2007

the english renaissance is frequently defined in the context of the elizabethans and early stuarts
but here we focus on the early renaissance and the important cultural transitions of the late
medieval early tudor period in this innovative study elisabeth salter reconstructs the lives and
experiences of six men and women of the early renaissance and leads us on a quest to
reconstruct their lost cultural worlds the six men and women are all figures from the margins of
the royal courts during the reigns of henry vii and henry viii gilbert banaster present at the court
of henry vii in the guise of writer and musician the anonymous witness spectator to the marriage
of prince arthur and katherine of aragon william cornish playwright and musician at henry viii s
household elizabeth philip silk trader to the royal court dame katherine styles whose biography
is recreated through her will and william buckley educator and schoolmaster to king edward vi
salter presents an exemplary model of how it is possible to reconstruct biography from



sometimes fragmentary sources the connections drawn between these six individuals display
ample evidence for the cultural innovation and sophistication of these courts in terms of
pageantry music the visual arts fashions in luxury consumption scientific discovery and literary
invention when all six lives are added together as a whole the book will lead the reader to a
richer understanding of the cultural context of the early english renaissance

Writing the Reformation
2017-11-30

the last genuine rebellion on british soil the jacobite rising of 1745 forms one of the greatest
what ifs of british history if bonnie prince charlie s troops had defeated the forces of george ii it
is fair to say that the entire subsequent course of the country s history would have been
dizzyingly changed jacobitism is a comprehensive study of the stuart dynasty s attempts to
regain the thrones of england scotland and ireland in the eighteenth century it provides not only
a history of the jacobite cause and the risings but also studies of jacobite culture the financing of
jacobitism the jacobite diaspora and jacobitism and nationalism as well as a critical review of the
major changes in jacobite scholarship this century

Six Renaissance Men and Women
2018-01-18

historical dictionary of the british monarchy second edition contains a chronology an
introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has more than 800 cross
referenced entries that cover significant events places institutions and other aspects of british
culture economics politics and society

Jacobitism
1998-09-21

the most comprehensive scholarly survey of karl barth s theology ever published karl barth
arguably the most influential theologian of the 20th century is widely considered one of the
greatest thinkers within the history of the christian tradition readers of karl barth often find his
work both familiar and strange the questions he considers are the same as those christian
theologians have debated for centuries but he often addresses these questions in new and
surprising ways the wiley blackwell companion to karl barth helps readers understand barth s
theology and his place in the christian tradition through a new lens covering nearly every topic
related to barth s life and thought this work spans two volumes comprising 66 in depth chapters
written by leading experts in the field volume one explores barth s dogmatic theology in relation
to traditional christian theology provides historical timelines of barth s life and works and
discusses his significance and influence volume two examines barth s relationship to various



figures movements traditions religions and events while placing his thought in its theological
ecumenical and historical context this groundbreaking work places barth into context with major
figures in the history of christian thought presenting a critical dialogue between them features
contributions from a diverse team of scholars each of whom are experts in the subject provides
new readers of barth with an introduction to the most important questions themes and ideas in
barth s work offers experienced readers fresh insights and interpretations that enrich their
scholarship edited by established scholars with expertise on barth s life his theology and his
significance in christian tradition an important contribution to the field of barth scholarship the
wiley blackwell companion to karl barth is an indispensable resource for scholars and students
interested in the work of karl barth modern theology or systematic theology

Historical Dictionary of the British Monarchy
2023

this volume analyses the societal legacy of lutheranism in finland in broad terms it contributes
to the recent renewed interest in the history of religion in finland and the nordic countries by
bringing together researchers in history political science economics social psychology education
linguistics media studies and theology to examine the mutual relationship between lutheranism
and society in finland the two main foci are i the historical effects of the reformation and its
aftermath on societal structures and on national identity values linguistic culture education and
the economy and ii the adaptation of the church and its theology to changes in the geo political
and sociocultural context important sub themes include nationalism and religion the
secularization and institutionalization of traditional values multiple protestant ethics and long
continuities in history overall the book argues that large changes in societies cannot be
explained via secular factors alone such as economic development or urbanization but that
factors pertaining to religion provide substantial explanatory power for understanding societal
change and the resulting societal structures

Wiley Blackwell Companion to Karl Barth
2020-01-10

in vormodernen monarchien beobachten wir widerspruch und widerstand gegen einzelne
herrscher ihre politischen entscheidungen und ihre verwaltung aber in der regel keine direkten
angriffe auf die ordnungsprinzipien und das politische system wenn unzufriedenheit zu
aufständen und revolten führten blieb es normalerweise bei einem bloßen austausch des
regenten subtilere methoden der herrscherkritik konnten sich mittels fester usancen oder
spezifischer codes und spielregeln innerhalb des legalen rahmens gehör verschaffen und zielten
darauf ab die qualitäten des regenten zu verbessern oder spezifische modi der amtsführung zu
reformieren diese verschiedenen formen und praktiken von herrscherkritik in vormodernen
monarchischen gesellschaften sind gegenstand dieses bandes when looking at pre modern
monarchical societies one does not expect to observe fundamental dissent directed at the social



order as such or at the political system as a rule criticism was limited to individual monarchs
their performance and decisions while discontent could lead to insurrection and rebellion which
normally only culminated in the ruler being replaced by another monarchical figurehead the
subtler methods of voicing criticism were applied within a framework of legality of a set of
customs or of a code of rules of the game and intended to improve the performance of the
incumbent or reform his conduct at court the various forms of verbal or staged censure of rulers
in pre modern monarchical societies are the subject of this volume

On the Legacy of Lutheranism in Finland
2019-12-10

new york times bestseller named one of the best books of the year by the independent from
bestselling author and acclaimed historian alison weir comes the first biography of margaret
douglas the beautiful cunning niece of henry viii of england who used her sharp intelligence and
covert power to influence the succession after the death of elizabeth i royal tudor blood ran in
her veins her mother was a queen her father an earl and she herself was the granddaughter
niece cousin and grandmother of monarchs lady margaret douglas countess of lennox was an
important figure in tudor england yet today while her contemporaries anne boleyn mary queen
of scots elizabeth i have achieved celebrity status she is largely forgotten margaret s life was
steeped in intrigue drama and tragedy from her auspicious birth in 1530 to her parents bitter
divorce from her ill fated love affairs to her appointment as lady in waiting for four of henry s six
wives in an age when women were expected to stay out of the political arena alluring and
tempestuous margaret helped orchestrate one of the most notorious marriages of the sixteenth
century that of her son lord darnley to mary queen of scots margaret defiantly warred with two
queens mary and elizabeth of england and was instrumental in securing the stuart ascension to
the throne of england for her grandson james vi the life of margaret douglas spans five reigns
and provides many missing links between the tudor and stuart dynasties drawing on decades of
research and myriad original sources including many of margaret s surviving letters alison weir
brings this captivating character out of the shadows and presents a strong capable woman who
operated effectively and fearlessly at the very highest levels of power praise for the lost tudor
princess this is a substantial detailed biography of a fascinating woman who lived her
extraordinary life to the full taking desperate chances for love and for ambition it will appeal to
anyone with an interest in the powerful women of the tudor period philippa gregory the
washington post tackling the family from an unexpected angle weir offers a blow by blow
account of six decades of palace intrigue weir balances historical data with emotional
speculation to illuminate the ferocious dynastic ambitions and will to power that earned her
subject a place in the spotlight the new york times book review

Criticising the Ruler in Pre-Modern Societies –



Possibilities, Chances, and Methods
2019-12-09

through an analysis of the marriage patterns of thousands of aristocratic women as well as an
examination of diaries letters and memoirs this book demonstrates that the sense of rank
identity as manifested in these women s marriages remained remarkably stable for centuries
until it was finally shattered by the first world war

The Lost Tudor Princess
2016-01-12

in mary queen of scots the first biography ronald santangeli has recovered a long forgotten
document of great historiographical literary and cultural importance written in 1624 in neo latin
by george con a young expatriate scot in rome the vita mariae stuartae is worthy of study both
for its content and its literary dimension the fully recensed latin text is presented with a
meticulous translation into english and a fully annotated commentary the image con creates of
the scottish queen has prevailed in european cultural representations from poetry and drama to
novels paintings and opera while con s own meteoric career highlights the impact on
seventeenth century catholic europe by members of the scottish diaspora a significant addition
to marian and scottish neo latin studies

Women, Rank, and Marriage in the British Aristocracy,
1485-2000
2014-05-15

mary stuart is infamous for the mysteries of her reign mary ruled in a patriarchal society and
married a subject a catholic queen who was the only person in her kingdom legally allowed to
hear catholic mass these contradictions in mary s life forced her contemporaries to search for
new answers about how scotland should be governed

Mary Queen of Scots: The First Biography
2023-05-15

as superintendent of fife john winram played a pivotal role in the reform of the scottish church
charting his career within st andrews priory from canon to subprior linda dunbar examines the
ambiguity of winram s religious stance in the years before 1559 and argues that much of the
difficulty in pinning down winram s views stems from the mis identification of john knox s un
named reforming sub prior with winram in fact as the book shows this early reformer was
probably winram s own sub prior alexander young the various reforming influences on winram



and the gradual change in his religious stance is charted together with his robust attempts at
catholic reform with st andrews and his profound effect upon john knox during the siege of the
castle in 1559 winram eventually decided to side with the protestants the book concludes with
an analysis of the difficulties experienced by winram and the preponderance of accusations
against him which led to his final relinquishing of office in 1577 in his transition from a catholic
to a protestant reformer winram s experience is typical of that of many of his contemporaries in
scotland and in europe

Catholic Queen, Protestant Patriarchy
2006-11-28

what is it about the irish that has kept them at each other s throats throughout this century in
this thought provoking book professor harkness charts the record of antagonistic aspirations
that have divided irish nationalists from irish unionists the latter since 1920 being concentrated
in the six counties of northern ireland before the first world war advocates of irish home rule
opposed unionist defenders of the united kingdom during and after the war irish nationalist
separatists struggled against the unionist stronghold in the north east when in 1922 ireland was
divided between two unequal administrations deadlock ensued the irish free state became first a
dominion in the british commonwealth and then in 1949 the irish republic outside it northern
ireland soldiered on a mere local administration devolved from westminster determined to
remain part of the united kingdom but weakened by a divided population and by uncertain
support from london in 1972 after a fierce renewal of communal strife within northern ireland
london reasserted its rule over the province sought an end to violent conflict and pursued
relations with dublin to that end the contrast of the belfast dublin perspectives throughout this
period are the substance of this book yet the ongoing record of practical day to day operations is
also part of the story a multitude of contacts persisted across the irish frontier economic and
social sporting and cultural religious and professionals and to these too this book makes
reference

Reforming the Scottish Church
2017-07-05

benjamin disraeli earl of beaconsfield remains one of the most fascinating and enigmatic figures
in british political history he was the romantic radical who went on to lead the conservative party
the urban middle class jew who identified himself with a ruling elite based on the aristocracy
land and anglicanism this study of disraeli seeks to provide a balanced coverage of the whole of
his career giving equal weight to the long period spent as leader of the opposition as well as
examining his rise to the conservative leadership and his subsequent record as prime minister
an assessment is offered of disraeli s contribution to the late victorian conservative party s
political ascendancy and in particular to its image as the national party



Ireland in the Twentieth Century
1995-11-13

Disraeli and Victorian Conservatism
1996-09-04
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